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Monsanto and the Poisoning of Europe

By Colin Todhunter, May 18 2016

This week, a Standing Committee of plant scientists from 28 member states in Europe is
likely to endorse the European Food Safety Authority’s (EFSA) findings so that the European
Commission (under pressure from Monsanto, Glyphosate Task Force and others) can…

Clinton and Trump: Nuclearized or Lobotomized? The Road to Nuclear War?

By Prof. James Petras, May 18 2016

Over half the US electorate views the two leading candidates for the 2016 Presidential
elections with horror and disdain.In contrast, the entire corporate mass media, here and
abroad, repeat outrageous virtuous claims on behalf of Hillary Clinton and visceral…

Time for Counter-Coups in Latin America? – and Europe?

By Peter Koenig, May 18 2016

What Happens when the accuser of terrorism are themselves the terrorists? – Namely the
supra-national corporations and financial oligarchs acting in their own profit-driven interest,
but under the direction of Washington and the protection of the US – NATO killer…

The West’s ‘Massacre of the Innocents’ in Syria

By Gearóid Ó Colmáin, May 18 2016

On the 12th of May a massacre was committed in the town of al-Zara in the southern
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contryside  of  Hama,  Syria.  Woman and children were  slaughtered by  Takfiri  death  squads
branded by the Western media as ‘moderate rebels’. There was…

This US Government Is The Most Corrupt In History

By Washington’s Blog, May 18 2016

“There Has Never Been A Time, However, When The Government Of The United States Was
So Perversely And Systematically Dedicated To Special Interests, Earmarks, Side Deals, Log-
Rolling, Vote-Trading, And Sweetheart Deals” Government corruption has become rampant:
Senior SEC employees spent…

Manufactured Antisemitism Crisis in Britain’s Labour Party

By Jonathan Cook, May 18 2016

The manufactured “anti-semitism crisis” in the British Labour party rumbles on into new
realms  of  ideological  insanity.  The  witch-hunt  against  commentary  critical  of  Israel  or
Zionism has been in full flow, and now an internal party inquiry led by Jan…
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